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ARTICLE: 

Capital Smart City Islamabad is a significant level society with an inviting climate, 

top notch conveniences, and sumptuous living. It flaunts a staggering, current private 

and business plan that has been endorsed by the CDA, allowing you the best 

opportunity for a beneficial land venture. Capital Smart City is Pakistan's most 

memorable Smart city and Asia's fourth, and it will surprise everybody in 
Pakistan. Because of its advanced turn of events and novel characteristics, it is 

presently one of the most notable lodging social orders. The Capital Smart City 

Installment Plan was made to make them available to everybody. It offers both the 

private and business plots at entirely reasonable rates by counseling a dependable 

Land Organization and a Realtor. 

 

Capital Smart City Plots Costs 

Capital Smart City Installment Plan gives an extensive variety of plot sizes in private, 

business blocks, farmhouses, and extravagance estates, going from 5 Marla plots to 2 

Kanal plots in simple three-year quarterly portions. Capital Smart City offers a 

reasonable and different scope of lodging choices, contingent upon thickness. The 

plot classifications and costs are: 

Capital Smart City is offering Private Plots inside the accompanying sizes: 

 5 Marla Private 

Initial investment = 241,500/ - 

All out Cost = 2,415,000/ - 

 7 Marla Private 
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Initial installment = 315,100/ - 

Complete Cost = 3,151,000/ - 

 10 Marla Private 

Initial installment = 414,000/ - 

Complete Cost = 4,140,000/ - 

 12 Marla Private 

Up front installment = 457,700/ - 

Absolute Cost = 4,577,000/ - 

 1 Kanal Private 

Up front installment = 621,000/ - 

Absolute Cost = 6,210,000/ - 

 2 Kanal Private 

Up front installment = 1,219,000/ - 

Complete Cost = 12,190,000/ - 

The top notch business plots are accessible in a large number of sizes at the Capital 

Smart City Islamabad. It's opening up additional opportunities for modern exercises 

in space. It offers a Smart climate with state of the art conveniences. No one but here 

might you at any point find the adaptability you want to flourish. It is the world's most 

memorable smart city, and it is modifying the business scene. Chief and worldwide 

block business locales are accessible. Scaled down business plots are accessible as 

one Park block, and business plots in the Abroad Prime Block will be reported 

soon. Capital Smart City Installment Plan for plots going in size from 4 to 8 

Marla, with reasonable costs on a three-year basic installments plan. 

 4 Marla Business 

Absolute Cost = 10,530,000/ - 

 6 Marla Business 

Absolute Cost = 14,040,000/ - 

 8 Marla Business 

Absolute Cost = 17,550,000/ - 



 

Capital Smart City Offices 

Capital Smart City Islamabad is planning to be one of the country's most environment 

accommodating urban communities. All this top of the line private improvement vows 

to furnish a lavish living climate with life's necessities. Every one of the fundamental 

stages of the greater home are incorporated into this lodging complex. The Smart City 

idea is to fabricate an astute radian improvement design that considers the 

fundamental framework and administrations coordinated to amplify productivity in 

individuals' lives. This association offers its occupants a unique and state of the art 

living experience that they might appreciate ahead of time. With the backing of Habib 

Rafiq Restricted, this lodging undertaking turns into Pakistan's most memorable 

brilliant city, combining creative advances and adding shrewd elements (HRL). 

Current and imaginative innovation is utilized to guarantee that advanced offices and 

conveniences are accessible. Inhabitants of Capital Smart City Islamabad can 

partake in a remarkable and selective living experience. 

 Gated People group 

 CCTV Reconnaissance 

 Facial and Article Acknowledgment Cameras 

 Water Treatment Plant 

 Sewerage Treatment Plant 

 Load-shedding Free Climate 

 Underground arrangement of Power 

 Golf Club 

 Farms 

 Theaters and Films 

 Shopping Fields 

 Lodgings and Amusement Parks 

 Bird Parks 

 BRT Stations 

 Instructive Foundations 

 

META Description 

Capital Smart City Islamabad is Pakistan's most memorable Smart city and a super 

improvement in the land business that tries to be Pakistan's most harmless to the 

ecosystem city. 
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